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Discussion Guide
Making RooM foR god with woRship?
ConneCting: 
45 minutes 
(the following questions are intended to provide your group with a way 
of connecting with one another so that you might partner in the work god 
is doing in your lives.)
•   in what ways did god move in your life this week? in 

what ways did you respond to him?
• what was your biggest challenge this week? in what 

ways, if any, did you invite god into this challenge?
• how honest have you been with us? (graciously 

thank group members for their honesty if they state 
they have held back.)

getting staRted: 
10 minutes

• why do people worship? can you explain? 

diving into the text:
60 minutes 
 (the following questions are intended to provide your group with a 
simple road map through the text. feel free to use these questions in ways 
that best fit your group and the dynamics of your own meeting.)

• using the notes, talk about the nature of hebrew 
poetry. 

• read psalm 145 out loud. pause. read the text 
once more seeking to hear the psalm as a prayer of 
worship. 

• in the old testament, worship is about rehearsing 
god’s story. worship begins by stating who god is. 
it then moves to what god has done and what he 
will do. seek to trace these movements through this 
psalm. what is god’s story?  

• the purpose of ancient worship was to invite the 
worshiper to allow his story to be shaped by god’s 
story. considering psalm 145, what invitations 
might this worship extend to others?  

• ancient worship was to be repeated, to rehearse the 
same story and extend the same invitations in order to 
combat the cultural worship narratives. in what way 
might this be seen as necessary?  

• considering our modern approach to worship, in 
what ways is ancient worship like or unlike modern 
worship?  

• what might ancient worship look like in our modern 
context?  

• in what ways, if any, might this ancient worship in 
our modern context shape or reshape our lives and 
relationship with god?  

• consider closing by using a psalm like psalm 145 
or 146 to worship god in prayer. you might pray 
these psalms slowly, allowing them to draw you into 
considering and responding to god’s story. 

Context and BaCkgRound
Hebrew Poetry

poetry is difficult to define because it can take so many 
different forms. however, it might be best to think of 
poetry as a distinct or intensified use of language. in order 
to intensify language, a poet might make use of any number 
of literary/rhetorical tools such as recurrent patterns, use 
of sounds, images, symbols, metaphors, meter/cadence, and 
more. because poetry is so varied in its form, it easily lends 
itself to many literary genres, including narrative prose. 
recognizing and interpreting poetry can be difficult, 
particularly when one is reading poetry which has been 
translated from another language. it is often the case that 



the language of the reader cannot support the poetical 
devices of the original language in a way that conveys 
any or part of the author’s original poetical intent. this 
is particularly the case when the author has made use of 
rhythmic patterns or sounds such as rhyming patterns.  
the authors of the old testament made heavy use of poetry. 
the psalms, proverbs, and Job are clearly poetry, but 
poetry is the predominate device found in all the prophets, 
hymns, laments, thanksgivings, blessings, and curses. even 
much of the historical prose of the old testament slips in 
and out of poetry. hebraic poetry does, at times, make use 
of specific cadences, sounds and rhetorical devices such as 
using the hebrew alphabet as an acrostic framework, but 
these are not the predominate devices utilized. by and large, 
the predominate feature of hebrew poetry is something 
called the couplet. perhaps a better way to understand this 
device is to understand this device in terms of parallelism. 
parallelism is a form of “thought rhyme.” in parallelism, 
a second line will echo its preceding line to enrich the 
former line’s content in some way. parallelism can be used 
to restate a previous line (psalm 103.10; isaiah 2.4). 
however, it can also be used to build to a climax, even 
using a third line to build upon the second (isaiah 2.12). 
hebrew authors also used parallelism to create antithetical 
or contrasting statements, Juxtaposing two divergent ideas 
(psalm 37.21).  
the presence of parallelism in hebrew poetry helps to make 
poetical sections of the old testament more recognizable 
as these are easily translated. authors appear to favor 
this device above others because it presses the reader 
beyond gleaning information from a text to experiencing 
the truth presented through multiple presentations of an 
idea or image. this device reveals that the authors of the 
old testament understood their texts to be about more than 
conveying ideas about god and the life he was inviting his 
people to live. rather, these authors understood their texts 
to be invitations to experience god and live his life. 

The Text
psalM 145: worsHiP Prayers

psalm 145 is the last psalm of david in the psalter. it is 
also the last acrostic psalm, each verse beginning with a 
letter of the hebrew alphabet, in the psalter. acrostic 
poems are not atypical in hebrew literature with the 
use of the alphabet serving as a framework aiding in the 
memorization and subsequent recitation of the poem. that 

david used an acrostic framework indicates he intended that 
this psalm be remembered and repeated.  
this psalm is one of praise or worship. the beginning and end 
are highly personalized, but the middle of the psalm is clearly 
formatted to include a wider audience. one might imagine that 
david wrote this psalm in such a way that it could be used by 
a lector and choir in a worship setting, though this need not 
necessarily be the case.  
david begins this psalm by stating that he wishes to lift his 
voice in worship. from the first note, david indicates that he 
is going to focus his worship upon the theme of god’s kingship 
and that he intends this offering of worship to be part of an 
ongoing exaltation of god who is great and worship of such 
ongoing praise (psalm 145.1-3). 
david next moves to note that his worship is part of a larger 
chorus of praise offered to god, praise which extends not Just 
to others in his generation but to those generations which 
have come before him. in worship, one generation declares 
the worth of god to another, focusing upon his mighty acts. 
this repeated handing off or recounting of god’s deeds has 
the effect of moving david to ponder (meditate) what god 
has done and how wonderful these deeds are. further, in the 
telling of the works of god, david himself is moved to Join in 
the chorus, celebrating and singing of god’s greatness (psalm 
145.4-7). 
what david says in these verses reveals a great deal about 
his understanding of worship. in david’s mind, worship is the 
recounting of god’s story, a recounting that is intended to pass 
god’s story from one generation to the next. the recounting 
of god’s story is important because it leads one to consider 
god thereby inviting the hearer to Join his voice with the 
chorus of others who are worshiping. in this view, worship is 
certainly god-focused, but it has a human goal in mind. god 
is lifted up and praised for the purpose of inviting others to do 
the same. here we see david’s intentions and motives not Just 
with this psalm but with all his psalms of praise. in his psalms 
of worship, david is attempting to recount the story of god 
to lead himself and others to continue recounting/rehearsing 
god’s story. the pattern is meant to repeat until all of 
creation is recounting/rehearsing god’s story (worshiping).  
david’s rehearsal of god’s story begins in verse 8 and might 
be broken into three movements or worship cycles. in each 
movement/cycle, david follows a standard form by which 
he first notes god’s person and character. he then supports 
his claim by rehearsing the deeds of god. he concludes by 
looking to the future which god’s character and deeds point. 



the purpose of this cycle is intended to call others and the 
present worshiper into worship; that is, this worship cycle is 
intended to draw the hearer into pondering the story of god 
and allowing this story (through the future traJectory) to 
influence his story so that he turns and rehearses god’s 
story out of his own experience.  
the first worship cycle (psalm 145.8-13a) begins with 
david stating that god is gracious and compassionate which 
is seen in his slowness to anger and abounding love. out of 
this character of grace and compassion, god relates to all 
of his creation with goodness. david picks up on the idea of 
god as creator and turns to the idea as god as king over 
creation by nature of his status as creator. all that god has 
made praises god which includes the people of his choosing 
(Jews). creation/people rehearse the wonder of god’s reign 
and his might as king. in david’s mind, god’s gracious and 
compassionate character is supported by the experience of 
creation. he then looks to the future noting that god’s 
kingdom will never end; that is, god’s gracious reign and 
involvement with creation will not end. in this cycle, david 
calls his fellow worshipers to consider god’s character as 
a good king, and he invites them to experience this reign of 
god which is more than a passing experience. 
the second cycle (psalm 145.13b-17) begins and ends 
with statements affirming the upright character of god. 
god is trustworthy and right in all he does. david supports 
this claim by rehearsing the story of god which is one of 
caring for those who have fallen. the idea is most likely not 
Just that of god helping those who find themselves in a time 
of need but those who have been oppressed or overcome in 
life. further, david notes that all of creation depends upon 
god for their food and that god provides this food. the 
closing statement about god’s uprightness, while echoing 
the beginning claim about god is future oriented. god will 
continue to be righteous and trustworthy. this is his track 
record and will therefore continue to be his way of being. 
this future orientation invites the worshiper to consider and 
respond to god by orienting his life around god in such a 
way that he depends upon god’s upright nature. 
the final cycle (psalm 145.18-20) begins with david 
claiming that god is near to all who call out to him; that is, 
god hears the cries of those who cry out to him in faith. he 
supports this claim by noting that god fulfills the desires of 
those who fear him which indicates he has heard their cry. 
he then looks to the future claiming that god will watch 
over those who love him and will destroy those who do not. 
this future orientation invites the worshiper to align his 

story with the story of god who listens to prayer.  
david concludes his psalm by reiterating that he is worshiping 
god, and his worship is intended to lead others into worship. 
this framework for worship, particularly a prayer of worship, 
can feel strange to the modern worshiper. in modern worship, 
the focus is generally upon who god is and the worshiper’s 
response to god’s character, particularly the emotional 
response of the worshiper. in less than generous terms, this 
worship approach has been described as “Jesus is my boyfriend” 
worship; that is, the worshiper looks at god and says, “you 
make me feel good, and i love you.” this is clearly not david’s 
approach to worship, although he does not distance himself 
from his feelings about god.  
david’s approach to worship is not about generating feeling 
but about generating worship and worshipers. in other words, 
worship is to lead to more worship, in the life of the worshiper 
and in creation. this is done by rehearsing god’s character, 
his deeds, and extending the invitation to allow god’s story 
to shape the life experience of the hearer as present or future 
worshiper. when compared and contrasted with modern 
worship, the only commonality which is truly apparent is the 
opening movement of stating god’s character. however, if 
worship is to remain god-centered and to make room for the 
worshiper to experience more of god (prayer) then one cannot 
immediately move to feeling or response. the ancient worship 
arc of rehearsing the deeds of god becomes all-important 
because this rehearsal grounds the worship claim of god’s 
character. apart from this grounding the worshiper’s claim 
becomes subJective and in time can become dependent upon the 
feeling of the worshiper.  
in the same way that claims about god must be supported to 
a rehearsal of god’s deeds, so too must a rehearsal of deeds 
lead to a consideration of the future. if worship were to 
end with a statement of what god has done, the worshiper 
quickly becomes detached from god as god becomes a figure 
of myth or history. when a worshiper rehearses the deeds of 
god and then considers the future traJectory to which these 
deeds point, the worshiper finds he is invited to step into god’s 
future with hope and surety. this in turn, leads to more 
worship as the worshiper experiences the character of god 
for himself and can therefore add to the story of god by his 
own experience.  
a second aspect of modern worship which differs from this 
ancient worship arc is that of repeated rehearsal. in modern 
worship, “new” and “creative” are important watchwords. 
some of this is driven by our god-ordained creative nature 



Real life with You:
when we worship, we do so as prayer. these prayers can 
take many forms, but whatever form they take, they remain 
worship. if we wish to pray in this way, the question concerns 
the nature of true worship. in our modern mind, worship is 
about knowing who god is and responding in an experiential 
way. however, praying in this way can be difficult, often 
leaving us more detached from god and attached to our 
feelings. this is because worship is not about knowing who 
god is and responding in an experiential manner. worship 
is about rehearsing god’s story so we might step into 
god’s story, experiencing him thereby finding ourselves 
worshiping by telling god’s story to invite others into the 
same experience. praying in this way requires affirming god’s 
character, remembering god’s story which supports our 
claim, and looking to the future where god’s character and 
actions point so that we might choose whether to become part 
of what god is doing and where he is headed. praying in this 
way can feel difficult, but we can learn. one way is to pray the 
psalms of praise, all of which follow this format. one such 
psalm is psalm 146. you might consider praying this psalm 
as it is written, paying attention to the story of god and 
where that story points, considering its invitation to allow 
god to be your king. rather than praying this psalm once, 
consider praying this psalm daily for an entire week or month. 
it is in the repeated rehearsal of this prayer that we not Just 
learn how to pray but we discover how prayers of worship do 
their work. they slowly and surely counteract the competing 
worship narratives of our culture, calling us to allow our 
lives to be shaped by the story of the one true god. apart 
from this repetition, the constant drumbeat of culture wins 
over our hearts. you might consider Journaling about your 
experiences as you engage in this practice.
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which reflects his own. however, much is driven by our 
cultural bent toward new, bigger-and-better experiences. 
in the ancient worship arc, the story of god is repeated and 
repeated. david indicates this is his intention with the use of 
the hebrew alphabet forming an acrostic framework for his 
psalm of praise. the purpose of such a framework was to 
aid memory in future recitations of the psalm. thus, david 
intended for his psalm to be rehearsed again and again. this 
stands against the modern desire for new experiences, but this 
pursuit of the new can become a form of idolatry in itself. the 
repetition of the old is important because while god’s story 
grows, it does not change. it stands against the competing 
worship narratives of culture which continually invite the 
worshiper to Join their story with that of the modern age. the 
repeated or rhythmic rehearsal of god’s story course corrects 
the heart of the worship as he finds his heart turned through 
the repeated rehearsal of culture’s narratives.  

Real life with Blake:
we worship in prayer. our singing is prayer. our praise is 
prayer. our proclamation is prayer. we worship in prayer, 
but what makes prayer worship? i was taught that prayer 
is worship when it affirms who god is. god is great. he 
is amazing. he is wonderful. you get the point. this is not 
wrong. in fact, this is the beginning of prayers of worship. 
it Just isn’t the end. when this is the end, and it was for so 
many years, i become detached from god, and this is the exact 
opposite of what is supposed to happen through prayer. when 
i affirm who god is and stop there, over time i begin to wonder 
if god really is these things. how do i know? who said? what 
if he is not? all i have to go on is how i feel. if i feel great and 
my worship moves me then it must be true, but if i have a bad 
day and feel awful. . .then what?  
i am learning that prayer that is worship, must go beyond 
who god is. these prayers must state why. they must retell 
god’s story, a story which extends far beyond mine in both 
directions. when i look back, i see the truth supporting who 
god is. when i look forward, i see the traJectory of where 
god is headed, and i have a choice of whether to Join my story 
with his. if i do, then i am drawn into worship not because 
of my response but because of the experience to which my 
response leads me. in saying “yes” to god’s story, i become 
part of what god is doing and i now know the truth of god’s 
character for myself, and am able to tell his story out of 
experience and not hearsay. i am able to invite others to taste 
and see the goodness of god because i know who he is, and 
that is worship.  


